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Benefits of technology in society essay
March 31, 2006 This report is a synthesis of studies examining the health impact of IT quality and partecipates © costs and organizational changes required to implement health systems. This report reviews scientific data about the health IT implementation to date, as documented in studies published up to 2003. Do not project the future performance
of health care or savings, unlike other relationships. [PDF 168] pages Technological advances in recent decades have greatly increased the competitive nature of the economic business. Companies have used software, computers and the Internet to transform their local activities to national and global competitors business market. Many companies
have responded to these changes by automating business processes and the acquisition of related information with the industry and use it to their advantage. The technology has also forced companies to remain flexible, adapting their operations to new and better technological advances. Jupiterimages / Pixland / Getty Images Companies that have
more locations, both domestically and globally, have the technology used to achieve the best communication services and software modules that communicate to a base across the Internet. This allows companies to penetrate new economic markets without sacrificing the communication needs and financial and operational reporting. In addition,
companies can improve their management information system (MIS) for acquiring information for specific locations when making business decisions. financial reporting has also benefited enormously from technology; rather than sending external auditors to more destinations, you can create a centralized accounting office for recording and reporting
financial transactions. This improves financial reporting and reduces expenditure on external controls. Jack Hollingsworth / Photodisc / Getty Images Computer and software packages for business are exponentially increasing employee productivity, enabling them to provide input features automated data or review report. Companies have automated
many traditional manufacturing processes; instead of using manpower to manually create and assemble goods, machines and / or robots now complete these functions. While these improvements may increase capital expenditures, which decreased the impact of labor costs consistent relative to production. Fewer employees are needed to monitor the
machines and make sure they are working properly. Other areas, such as customer service, accounting and administrative support, have also seen an increase in employee productivity. Employees now and report data electronically collected to ensure they are accurate and timely, rather than the manual collection of information. Comstock / Comstock
/ Getty Images The technology has also improved the sales of companies and service departments, allowing employees to use personal electronic devices to create sales display and transmit orders and customer information to the home office. These electronic devices shorten lead time businesses spend on receipt and delivery of goods or services,
creating an immediate competitive edge in the industry. Companies can also send sales representatives to multiple markets at the same time, allowing them to penetrate more markets with little overhead. Companies can allow their domestic employees to work from home using an Internet access company, reducing fixed overheads of a large
corporate office. BlackRockÃ ¢ s CEO Larry Fink made headlines last week when, in his annual letter to companies, Said CEO that you would expect to create not only profits, but contribute to society. But the truth is that this signal minus a new ideal for doing business than does not return to an old one. Scholars have long discussed the origins of the
first corporations. Some claim that the first European commercial organizations were companies in the 14th century based in Toulouse, France. Other others that the oldest business is the Japanese Kongo Gumi, a temple construction company founded in 584. Many state that the bludgling restaurants of the world, commercial cellars and pubÃ â,¬
"located in Austria, Germany and Ireland in 9 Â ° and 10th century ã, â,¬ "They were really private companies and, therefore, deserve the title. In the United States, the first important industrial company seems to have been the Boston Manufacturing Co., which was founded in 1813. Experienced in nature and spaced over time, these first initiatives
grew for the most independent of each other. But they had a shared thing: even as the initiatives for profit, they have been explicitly necessary to serve the common good. For the first companies, the privilege of the incorporation, often via real paper, was selectively granted to facilitate the activities that contributed to the wellness of the population,
such as the construction of roads, canals, hospitals and schools. Allow profit shareholders have been seen as a means of this end. The companies were deeply intertwined within the social fabric of the town or city, and were destined to contribute to its collective prosperity.Pieces focused on the social purpose very before focusing Ã ¢ â,¬ Å
"Shareholder ValueÃÃ ¢ â,¬ Kongo Gumi traces its origins to a commission given by the Japanese prince ShÃ ¥ toku Taishi (572 "622) Ã ¢ at three carpenters greeting from what time is Korea. The Prince wanted to build the shipnenno ¥ -Ji, the first temple Buddhist of Japan. A few years later, an independent family-run company was founded by one
of these carpenters, with the aim expressed to build more temples and sanctuaries. Of course, the business, which ended up remaining up to the 2006, was driven by the profit, but his mission and competence - the construction of religious temples "was profoundly incorporated within a system of public beliefs that endured thousands of A NNI. It is
interesting to note that, at the end of the nineteenth century, a patriarch condensed a series of rules to preserve the activity of the family. One of these edities was to treat the community "with the utmost respect" in alignment with the principles of Confucianism, Buddhism and Shinto. The company, therefore, had an obvious social orientation. The
same model is detectable in medieval Europe. The European corporations founded between the 11th and the sixteenth century were borne by the corporations, loosened organizers of merchants and artisans who were trained to supervise the practice of their crafts within a particular city. The guilds were approved by the monarchy only if they served
for public purposes. They had task of adjusting the standards of the sector and competition, wages and labor conditions and offered mutual aid and protection. With time, Gidds applied monopolistic practices and political governance dominated in their regions of operation in order to maximize their wealth, but up to their 16th century decline, they
were responsible for the promotion of one's own, as well as the general prosperity of the city  . They performed charitable works and built residences (called Guildhalls), schools, roads and churches. The courts and guild officials punished those who have moved away outside the rules and guild standards. As an example of justice, the Royal Charters
who incorporated the guilds of London (called livery), like the one that established the adorable company of MERCERSÃ ¢ in 1394, has clearly determined that they would need to provide provisions for the members found in Difficult financial straits. A similar context flourished in the United States at the time of the first European settlers. Even the
first corporations were similar to Girelle or Townships. Since the earth has been subjected to Private and subordinate settlement and self-government, the cities were incorporated on the petition of owners and residents. Furthermore, as private organizations, they have been appointed to provide local services and to supervise the well-being of the
community: tasks that would include construction and racing schools, taking care of the elderly and sick, patients, The security of residents and supervises the poor. Hundreds of new city of England Small cities still boast the welcome signs of the road showing the date they were Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "incroporated". One of these example, Dartmouth in
Massachusetts, was incorporated in 1664. Kittery, the oldest city in nearby Maine, was incorporated in 1647.Self these initiatives, the idea of the corporation has grown in all forms and shapes, becoming the bloodstream of today â,¬ s modern global economy. However, even with large philanthropic gestures of Carnegie, companies still ended up
abandoning their original purposes to meet the interests of a wide range of stakeholders. In the 1970s, the Neoclassical Faculty of Chicago University, guided From Milton Friedman, openly opened what the CEO of the Western world has only defended behind closed doors: the sole purpose of a company had to earn money, even if that key comes the
expense of others. For CHÉ The future of companies might seem more similar to the Pastit is true that some decades ago, companies have started to become more aware of their surroundings. Conformity with new laws at work, better risk management and sponsorship of campaigns and initiatives that provided a good PR became common practice. In
fact, the largest companies have established its foundations and charities for this purpose. The Walmart Foundation, for example, was founded in 1979. Even so, these activities, regardless of how positive they are, have been suburban to the core business of the corporations. They were built, not in. Peprings are that the future of companies will lead
to a similarity with their distant past, when they needed to satisfy public aims to stay in business. Currently, with an impressive number of studies that show superior economic performance and reduce the lower risks of society that married the practices of social responsibility of companies and has incorporated the interests of a range of stakeholders
within their core business strategies , it seems to show a simple scarce management to grow in a motivated company exclusively from the money grabbing. The pressure for the buck of this trend is already verified from every part: consumers, employers, suppliers and investors. As a result, an impact economy, driven by profits and a purpose, is
gradually mainstreaming.Shigemitsu Kongo, the founder of Kongo Gumi and probably the first managing director of the world, got the right formula. Companies are not NGOs; They are really led by profit - but doing good can still be rather profitable. profitable.
what are the benefits of technology in society. what are the advantages of technology in society
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